
FEBRUARY 29, 1972 "AM" TYPE RELAYS 
(Card No. 2) 

Wire spring latching relays each consisting of two functionally independent relay units mounted on a common core and base. 
The windings of the two relay units are separated by a magnetic shield which is an integral part of the relay. Each of the 
two relay units has either two or three parallel rows of wire contact springs consisting of a combination of stationary and 
movable contacts. Each row is molded into an individual base . The springs are pretensioned during manufacture to provide 
contact force. All stationary springs are positioned in a fixed molded plastic block. The movable springs associated with 
each of the two relay units are independently actuated by movable cards through the medium of separate armatures. Relays 
having two rows of springs incorporate either make or break contacts only. Those having three rows incorporate both make 
and break contacts. Stationary contact springs have bar type contacts of No. 2 metal. Movable contact springs are arranged 
in pairs to provide twin contacts, each moving wire having bar contacts of No. 2 metal with a gold overlay. All terminals 
are arranged for mechanically wrapped connections. 

Armature movement causes one group of contact pairs to make (or break) before a second group of contact pairs makes (or 
breaks). ("Group" as used herein should be interpreted to mean one or more contact pairs on one half [top or bottom unit] 
of the relay.) Those groups of contact pairs which make (or break) last are called "ordinary" contacts, and those which make 
(or break) prior to "ordinary" contacts are called "early" contacts. On the following cards, the contacts of a relay are iden
tified by a "Spring Combination Number" which is referred to in connection with a description of the relays. Spring combi
nation numbers from 200 to 399 are assigned to two-stage (intermediate travel) relays. 

Current values specified are readjust values. Circuit test values are 105% of the operate and latch-on value. On relays having 
a soak current requirement, release current fl.ow requirements apply immediately after the soak. 

Construction of the relays is such that insulating bushings are not required in the associated mounting plate. 
Can be obtained equipped with a No. 4B clip when specified in the order . 
Will mount on 1-5/8 inch horizontal and 2-inch vertical centers. When located adjacent to similar relays, will mount on 1-1/2 

inch horizontal centers. 
Initial use: No. 1 ESS. 
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